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Resum
En aquest projecte de fi de grau, es fa un estudi sobre els codis Barker i els codis polifase,
amb l’objectiu de crear un motor de bu´squeda en Matlab.
Primerament s’expliquen els conceptes ba`sics per entendre el treball, les aplicacions que
tenen els codis Barker, etc.
Seguidamente el problema al que ens enfrontem i de quina manera el volem resoldre, i a
partir d’aquı´ s’expliquen tots els me`todes necessaris per poder resoldre el problema.
Per dur a terme el motor de bu´squeda, es crea un algorı´tme gene`tic, i a partir d’unes
sequ¨e`ncies de fases inicials aleatories, es trobara`n unes altres de millors. Seguidament
s’aplica un algorı´tme de bu´squeda de minims locals, per tal de refinar la cerca i acabar
trobant sequ¨e`ncies amb un nivell ma`xim de lo`buls secundaris igual a 1.
L’aplicacio´ de l’algoritme de mı´nims locals es fara` mitjanc¸ant el me`tode ”fminunc”que ja
esta` integrat al entorn Matlab.
S’ha de tenir en compte que tots els calculs es fara`n en un ordinador de gran pote`ncia (12
processadors) per tal de poder paral·lelitzar els ca`lculs i estalviar temps.
En els resultats veurem les sequ¨e`ncies obtingudes amb un bon nivell ma`xim de lo`buls se-
cundaris, com el temps emprat a mesura que incrementem la llargada de la sequ¨e`ncia va
creixent exponencialment i com el poder paral·lelitzar ca`lculs ens estalvia molt de temps.
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Overview
In this project, a study about Barker codes and poly-phase codes is presented, with the
goal to create a search engine, to find a poly-phase sequence with given parameters using
Matlab.
First of all, the basic concepts to understand the project are explained, what Barker codes
are, how they work, their applications, etc. Then, the problem to be optimized is described
and how the applied methods work.
In order to make the search engine, a Genetic Algorithm is used, and from an initial random
phase sequences, other better ones will be found. After, a minimum local search algorithm
is applied to refine the search. Finally, proper poly-phase sequences are found; that is,
leading to outputs of the matched filter with peak sidelobe level (PSL) equal to 1 (at most).
The application of the minimum local search algorithm is done by a method integrated in
Matlab; ”fminunc”. All the computations will be done with a powerful computer (12 cores)
in order to parallelize all the calculations and save a lot of time.
In the results section, we show the poly-phase sequences obtained from the algorithm with
good PSL and the time needed to find each sequence depending on the longitude of the
sequence. Finally a comparison between the algorithm time with and without paralleliza-
tion is made to assess how much time that can be saved.
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INTRODUCTION
Phase-coded sequences are commonly used in radars for target detection. Barker codes,
which arise from modulating the transmitted pulse with a discrete sequence of phases, are
very useful because of their capacity to compress the pulse at reception. The received
pulse becomes better compressed as the phase sequence becomes longer. This allows
the enhancement of the resolution and the maximum unambiguous range of a Radar sta-
tion.
However, no general rule for obtaining a Barker phase sequence has been developed so
far. All the successful strategies require the search of the right phase sequences. This has
been done with little computational effort for short sequences and with a small alphabet of
phases. However, as the length of the sequences (M) rises, the required computational
load grows dramatically. The objective of this project is to create a search engine algo-
rithm, that for a given value of the length of the sequence can provide a valid (or almost
valid) Barker sequence in Matlab environment.
The methods that this algorithm uses are the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a minimum
local search algorithm. Starting with a random sequence, and using GA, better sequences
are obtained, but not sufficiently good to fulfill the Barker requirements. It seems that find-
ing the perfect one with GA is unlikely and could take long time. To avoid this, when a
good set of sequences is obtained with GA we apply a minimum local search algorithm
function which is already integrated in Matlab (”fminunc”), which, given the cost function,
converges to a minimum. This project takes also advantage of using the tool that Matlab
has to parallelize computations, so that several minimums can be obtained faster and can
allow to check step by step which one of them is valid.
The results tell us that the algorithm chaining GA and the minimum local search algo-
rithm works for the problems tested (with moderately long sequences of phases with up to
40 samples). Moreover, results also show that the parallelization procedure is an efficient
way to save a lot of time, even more, when the time needed to find a sequence of length
M increases exponentially with M.
The first part of this project includes theoretical background; that is, description of the
Barker codes , their advantages and disadvantages, alternatives, etc.
We later describe the actual problem to be optimized and provide guidelines on the sev-
eral existing (global and local) optimization techniques. We also present the flow chart of
our optimization engine and the numerical considerations to make it work properly, on the
basis of our own experience. Finally, results and conclusions are presented.
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CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
First of all we need to set clear all the basic concepts and theory to perform this project
and achieve our objectives.
In this part we will discuss about what are the Barker Code, which are the parameters to
take into account, its applications and alternatives.
1.1. Phase-Coded Pulse
To understand what is a Barker Code, first we have to understand what is a phase-coded
pulse.
A Phase-coded pulse is a pulse (assumed constant in this work) multiplied by a discrete
sequence of phases, in phasor notation. The pulse, with duration T, is divided into M chips,
with the same duration each tb = T/M.Each chip may be coded with a different phase.
1.1.1. Autocorrelation function
A general definition for a finite phase-coded sequence of coefficients (a j) is
ai = e jφi (1.1)
for i=1...M and 0 otherwise. The range of values for the phase φi lies between 0 and 2pi
radians. In Radar detection, the (discrete) autocorrelation (AC) of the sequence is adopted
to assess the goodness of the sequence. The autocorrelation of a sequence, discrete and
non-periodic, is even-symmetric (with respect to the middle) and for half of the samples is
defined as:
C( j) =
M
∑
i=1
aia∗i−M+ j (1.2)
where j=1...M. Note that (a) represents a finite sequence of complex numbers having
absolute value of 1; (a∗) is the conjugate of (a) and M is the length of a, which must be
the same as (a∗). The (discrete) autocorrelation (C) represents another finite sequence
of complex numbers with length 2M + 1. It can be easily proved that the peak of the
autocorrelation sequence lies right in the middle and is equal to M (i.e. C(M)). This
corresponds in physical terms with the Energy of the phase-modulated pulse. In Radar
power analysis, the management of the modulus of the autocorrelation is enough.
For example, let’s set a sequence of length 7. We will use binary phase to make it easier.
That is, two phases are adopted: 0 and pi. Equivalently, the coefficients in the sequence
may become 1 or -1.
a= [1,−1,1,1,−1,−1,1]
In Table 1.1, the modulus of the autocorrelation sequence is plotted for the phase-coded
pulse above.
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a∗i 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
ai
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
C(a) 1 -2 1 2 -3 -2 7 -2 -3 2 1 -2 1
Table 1.1: Example of discrete correlation function result
Figure 1.1: Modulus of the discrete autocorrelation function for a binary phase-coded pulse
with 7 samples
1.2. Barker Code
Barker codes is a family of phase-coded pulses. They are defined in such a manner that
their autocorrelation has a peak-to-peak-sidelobe ratio higher than or equal to M. Equiva-
lently, this implies that the level of the Peak-sidelobes is smaller than or equal to 1. Since
the autocorrelation sequence shows even symmetry with the outermost coefficient being
1, in practice only M-1 coefficients need to be computed (associated with the elements be-
tween the mid and the outermost elements of the autocorrelation sequence) . The original
codes were binary and had short length and discovered by Barker in 1953. Binary codes
are no more than bi-phase sequences with phases:
φ= [0,pi]
These phases have no imaginary part so the conjugate of any binary sequence makes no
effect and do the computations easier.
After that, it was proved that no binary Barker codes exist for 13 < M < 1.898.884 and
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Code Length (M) Code
2 11 or 10
3 110
4 1110 or 1101
5 11101
7 1110010
11 11100010010
13 1111100110101
Table 1.2: Binary Barker Codes
that no binary Barker codes exist for all odd M > 13 [1]
Figure 1.2: Modulus of the autocorrelation of a Barker code with length 13
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1.2.1. Optimal PSL
The peak sidelobe level (PSL) is the main parameter of the Autocorrelation sequence and
tells whether a code is useful or not. Although binary Barker codes for M bigger than 13
were not found, a great effort was made to find codes with minimum peak sidelobe.
Studies made by Lindner (1975), Cohen et al. (1989, 1990) and Coxson et al. (2001)
showed binary codes up to M = 28 with PSL= 2, codes up to M = 51 with PSL= 3 and
codes up to M = 69 with PSL= 4.
Figure 1.3: Modulus of the Autocorrelation of a binary code of length 69
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The best advantage of using binary codes is their low complexity both in theory and com-
ponents of the instrumentation needed.
On the other hand, binary codes are really limited in orders of PSL. The higher M is, the
PSL gets worse. Moreover, finding new binary codes with decent PSL becomes really hard
to do and needs a lot of time.
Because of that polyphase codes are a good solution to get codes with high length but
keeping a good PSL.
1.3. Matched filter
In Radar applications the most used method to detect targets is the estimate of the time
interval for the reflection of a ”known” signal [2]. Indeed, the Radar sends a signal and
when it hits a target, the signal is reflected back to the receiver.
The input of the filter in detection arises from the addition of the signal reflected on the tar-
get (the electromagnetic ”echo”) plus the gaussian noise. In general, the proper detection
of the reflected pulse becomes troublesome if the noise level is too high. The matched
filter represents an optimized option that maximizes the signal-noise ratio (SNR).
S
N out
=
|s(t0)|2
n20
(1.3)
which makes explicit the definition of the impulse response of the matched filter in terms
of the shape of the transmitted pulse s(t), which is known in advance, so that [2]
h(t) = Ks∗(t0− t) (1.4)
We see that the matched filter impulse response is delayed (t0) conjugate with respect to
the signal, just as we were working in section 1.1.1. Therefore, the output of the matched
filter is the autocorrelation function of the transmitted pulse and the maximum peak in the
received signal corresponds with the energy of the pulse. Note that n20 denotes the mean-
squared value of the noise.
The Matched-filter optimizes the reception in terms of the signal-to-noise ration but other
problems remain left; namely, the delay and a possible doppler shift (associated with mov-
ing targets).
1.4. Ambiguity function
The main disadvantage of using Barker or polyphase codes is that the pulse compression
properties do not hold for moving targets because of the doppler effect. Until now, what
we have seen is the output signal of the matched filter with the objective of minimizing the
PSL, but we have set aside the doppler effect and a delay of received signal. When the
target moves, what we need to otimize is the ambiguity function, which depends on time
and frequency.
The ambiguity function represents the output of the matched filter when the signal arrives
with a delay τ and a doppler shift ν [3].
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|χ(τ,ν)|= |
∫ ∞
−∞
u(t)u∗(t+ τ)exp( j2tpiν)dt| (1.5)
A positive ν means a target approaching to the Radar.
Figure 1.4: Ambiguity function for Barker code of length 13
As we get targets in movement, we must take into account the doppler effect. As we have
a doppler shift the center peak decreases and other peaks increases (fig 1.4). In view of
fig. 1.4, it is clear that the fantastic minimum PSL properties for the still target (ν = 0)
cannot be preserved for a moving target (ν 6= 0).
1.4.1. Frank Code
Frank codes of length M are constructed from a square matrix with size L so that M = L2.
0 0 0 ... 0
0 1 2 ... L−1
0 2 3 ... 2(L−1)
... ... ... ... ...
0 L−1 2(L−1) ... (L−1)2

The set of phases in the Frank sequences arise from concatenating the rows of the matrix
and from the multiplication by 2pi/L
For example, we set a Frank code of length M = 9 and L= 3. 0 0 00 1 2
0 2 3

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And the code phase becomes.
[
0 0 0 0 2pi/3 4pi/3 0 4pi/3 6pi/3
]
or, equivalently, [
0 0 0 0 2pi/3 4pi/3 0 4pi/3 0
]
The autocorrelation of this sequence (fig 1.5) shows that the PSL is not as good as the
corresponding Barker code and same M. However, the Frank codes show a much better
performance than Barker codes for moving targets; that is, mathematically speaking, with
regard to the ambiguity function. Indeed, for a moving target a doppler shift appears
(fig 1.6) and the main peak in the Ambiguity function computed for the Frank code shifts
diagonally. Interestingly, the main peak and PSL values are preserved. This is a sign of
robustness for the Frank codes as compared to the BArker codes.
On the other hand, one important drawback of the Frank codes is that the sequences are
restricted to some particular values of M; namely, values of type M = L2; that is, 4 , 9, 16
, 25, 36 ...
Figure 1.5: Modulus of the autocorrelation of a Frank code of length=9
Figure 1.6: Ambiguity function of a Frank code of length=16 [1]
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1.5. Radar applications
Barker codes are used in several applications in different areas of Engineering. For exam-
ple, a common system of detection of train wheel passage is based on Barker codes. It
uses two coils; one transmitter and one receiver that process continuously a Barker code
of length 13, and when the wheel passes, the signal is interrupted.
The most known and used application for phased-coded pulses is in Radar applications,
which nowadays aim to detect all kind of targets; namely, monitoring climate conditions (for
agricultural purposes or for preventing possible disasters such as storms or hail or study-
ing how the type of clouds affects the transfer of radiant energy through the atmosphere,
depending on their conditions. Other types of Radars point outwards from the earth and
focus on detecting asteroids or finding derelict spacecraft and space debris in Earth’s orbit.
1.5.1. Barker Codes in Radar applications
The operating principle of the pulsed Radar is simple. It sends an electromagnetic pulse,
with time duration τ. When it hits a target, the signal bounces backwards and the receiver
processes the received signal so as to establish the distance of the target.
Figure 1.7: Plot of the sent pulse and the received signal
A Radar station is characterized by several parameters, such as the maximum unam-
biguous range of detection, the range resolution, the energy of the transmitted pulse, the
minimum detectable signal to noise ratio, etc.
The energy of a uniform pulse is defined by
E =
∫ +τ/2
−τ/2
| x(τ) |2 ·dt = A20(
∫ +τ/2
−τ/2 ∏(
t
τ
)2 ·dt = A20τ (1.6)
where A0 denotes the amplitude of the pulse (assumed constant). The more the energy of
the pulse, the higher the signal-to-noise ratio and the easier the reception of the pulse and
the detection of the target. As the energy of the pulse is increased, the range of detection
rises and more distant targets can be observed.
All the Radar transmitters include an amplifier to increase the energy of the transmitted
pulse. As a matter of fact, the Radar stations normally work with amplifiers tuned to pro-
vide the maximum gain in order to maximize the Energy of the transmitted pulse. Another
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manner to enhance the energy of the pulse is to augment to duration of the pulse τ. How-
ever, an increase on τ has the negative effect of deteriorating the range-resolution of the
Radar (∆R), which stands for the minimum distance between two targets in order to iden-
tify them separately, without overlapping. A good Radar, with good resolution, has a small
∆R . That is, a small duration of the transmitted pulse
∆R=
c · τ
2
We can conclude that to have a better resolution the τ should be moderate. So, if we
increase the energy of the pulse by augmenting τ , the resolution will decrease and vice
versa. That is why Barker codes and pulse compression are useful.
Let’s say that we have a pulse like the following figure with time duration T and its autocor-
relation function.
Figure 1.8: Plot of the sent pulse and the received signal
If we want to have greater resolution but maintaining the energy, we can divide the original
pulse in M short pulses, each one with a time τ = T/M. Each short pulse is modulated
with a phase, creating a barker code and when receiving all the short pulses we obtain
a peak. As we have reduced the time of every pulse, we have increased the resolution
but as the main pulse keeps having a total time T the energy is maintained. Note that the
phase modulation does not modify the energy of the pulse
Another option is that we want to preserve the resolution but increase the energy. The
procedure is similar. In this case, as explained before, we concatenate M equal pulses
modulated in different phases creating another barker code. We then have a long pulse,
with time duration T ·M and as the time duration of the pulse is increased (by M), the
transmitted energy is as well increased (by M).

CHAPTER 2. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
2.1. Optimal phase sequence
Theoretically, with any Barker code, we have a peak at the center, so there should be no
problem when we receive the signal to detect it as long as the noise level is moderate.
However, when the target is far away or we have a lot of noise in the receiver, this peak
may not be detected. To solve this, Barker codes with large M are needed in order to, even
with noise, be able to capture the received signal.
The objective is to find a poly-phase code that accomplishes the Barker requirements; that
is, to have a PSL equal or higher than the length of the code (M), for any given length. The
problem is that as we make M higher, the possible solutions increase exponentially as kM,
being k the number of phase values we are working with.
It has been proved that setting k =M allows at least one polyphase Barker sequence to
exist for any M [1]. However, the one-by-one search could take a huge amount of time,
and would be really inefficient, if not impossible, for very large values of M, beyond the
available computational resources.
This is an example of a problem that the complexity theory classifies with an exponen-
tially increase because as we increment M, the number of possible solutions and the time
needed to find them rise exponentially.
2.2. Time reduction
In order to find good solutions in a decent time, we must use another type of search, not
one by one. Nowadays, systematic methods to find polyphase barker sequences for any
M have not been discovered, but there are several searches on barker sequences with no
restriction in number of phases (Bomer and Antweiler, 1989; Friese and Zottmann, 1994;
Friese, 1996) with the use of optimization techniques.
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
Optimization algorithms are methods to find optimal solutions to a given problem, where we
usually have an objective function, or cost function, that we want to maximize or minimize.
Here we are focusing on two type of optimization algorithms that we will use; namely, The
Global optimization algorithms and the local minimization algorithms.
3.1. Global optimization algorithms
Global optimization algorithms (GOA) are methods used to find solutions in problems with
a lot of possibilities arising ahead. It is commonly used on evolutionary computation. The
purpose of these methods is to locate the absolute minimum (or maximum) among many
possibilities. The GOA manage complex problems, with many degrees of freedom, for
which the simple brute-force search, by trial and error, is not possible because it becomes
computationally extremely expensive, if not impossible. Hence, the GOA is constrained to
establish a strategy to find the solution. This track is based upon the likelihood that the
righteous solution may be found. In consequence, not all the possibilities are tried, and at
least the most unlikely ones are discarded in the search.
3.1.1. Genetic Algorithms
There are several types of GOA. One of them (which will we used in this study) is the
genetic algorithm (GA). The Genetic Algorithm is a type of Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). It
develops a metaheuristic optimization algorithm starting from a first set of possible solu-
tions (population) and while applying methods like crossover, mutation or selection finds a
refined set of population iteration by iteration until it finds an acceptable solution [7].
The property that characterizes GA is that it works with a discrete number of solutions.
Also, the properties of the best performing solutions in a particular step are identified and
combined in order to search for better solutions in the following step.
GA are discussed in more depth in chapter 4.
3.1.2. Hill climbing
The basis of hill climbing (HC) is similar to EAs but with the main difference that the pop-
ulation is 1. This population is used to create a new one, and if it is better, the new one
replaces the old one until a good solution is found [8]. It is way more simple than GA, but
takes a lot of time.
It is commonly used in Networking and Communication, Robotics, Data Mining and Data
Analysis, Evolving Behaviors (e.g., for Agents or Game Players) or Combinatorial Opti-
mization [8].
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3.1.3. Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing combines HC with a random path of the selection choosing new ran-
dom configurations and the checking if it is better than the old one. This method gives
more efficiency and completeness [9].
3.2. Local minimization algorithms
Local minimization algorithms are used to find local minimums of the cost function. The
issue now is not to find the global minimums but the local minimum in a particular envi-
ronment. These algorithms normally start the search from a given point (an initial guess),
and moves through the cost function until it finds a local minimum. The problem is that
commonly this minimum is local, not absolute, and you need to have a good starting point
in order to get a good result.
3.2.1. Basic multidimensional gradient methods
3.2.1.1. Steepest-Descent Method
The steepest-descent method basic principle is to minimize the functions of N-dimensions
iteration by iteration by 1D line-minimizations.
This method selects the following line-minimization always parallel to the gradient and each
line is orthogonal to the previous one, so it makes a zig-zag which makes the method not
very efficient.
As we can see in fig 3.2 this method can be really long and may not even find the minimum
due to round-off numerical errors.
Figure 3.1: Example of steepest-descent method
3.2.1.2. Newton Method
The newton method basis is the same as the steepest descent; line-minimizations. The
main difference is that Newton method uses no only the gradient but the Hessian.
With only the gradient, you can miss the valley (the minimum) with fixed-lengths steps in
the direction of the gradient. And if you are near of the valley, the method spends a lot
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Figure 3.2: Example of steepest-descent method
of time zig-zagging because the gradient would direct the line to the other side of the wall
valley every time.
With the Hessian, you take into account the curvature, saving a lot of iterations.
The complex part of this method is that the inverse of the Hessian matrix must be calcu-
lated and sometimes it can be really difficult, even more for multi-variable cost functions.
Figure 3.3: Example of newton method
3.2.2. Conjugate-direction methods
The most used conjugate-direction method is the conjugate-gradient method. It also uses
line-minimization but the goal of this method is to be faster than steepest descent and
easier to compute than the Newton method.
It selects the new direction in each iteration as a conjugate version to the previous search
direction, which is computed in each iteration as well [10].
3.2.3. Quasi-newton methods
Quasi-Newton methods are useful when the Hessian matrix is difficult to compute. This
method uses a ”rolling-estimate” Hessian matrix, which updates at each iteration taking
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Figure 3.4: Example of conjugate-gradient method
into account the gradient.
The main idea is that for quadratic functions:
gk+1−gk = H(xk+1− xk) (3.1)
Where x represents points of the objective function, g represent its gradient and H its
Hessian. So knowing g’s and x’s an approximate H can be calculated.
3.2.3.1. Quasi-Newton BFGS method
Finally, the method that we are using in this study is the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) algorithm which is useful for unconstrained problems.
The disadvantage is that if the function does not have a quadratic Taylor’s expansion close
to the minimum that we are looking for, the method may not converge.
Figure 3.5: Example of BFGS method
CHAPTER 4. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are used basically to optimize functions with several variables
where each variable can have discrete values, but we know that values.
f (x),xi = x1,x2, ...,xN
This kind of algorithm is really useful when we are working with binary sequences since
genetic algorithms uses binary code to represent genes.
Nevertheless, that does not mean it is only useful for bi-phase codes, we can also work
with poly-phase sequences as long as we have discrete variables.
Another reason to work with GA is that are easy to parallelize. With a number N of ini-
tial chromosomes, we can apply the GA to all of them at the same time and obtain N
number of results. This reduce the time of search considerably.
On the other hand, GA are often not enough to find a good solution as it is a global
optimization algorithm, starts with a random population and the possibilities are outsize to
find a few good results.
In order to take advantage of all that gives GA, we use it to find a few good chromosomes
(not final solutions), and then apply local minimization algorithms with a cost function to
find acceptable sequences.
4.1. Selection
The first step to begin with is to generate a random number of initial population or chromo-
somes P0. In our case each chromosomes will be a poly-phase sequence. With the first
set of chromosomes, we apply the objective function in order to know which chromosomes
are better to create another set of chromosomes Pk taking into account the objective func-
tion Fk.
To make the selection we have different methods (These methods will be explained sup-
posing that we want to maximize the function). At the end of the selection we must have
the same chromosomes as the last iteration.
4.1.1. Roulette-Wheel
The basis of this method is to give each chromosome a probability proportional to its fitness
value with probability:
Prkj =
Fkj
Npop
∑
n=1
Fkn
(4.1)
The goal is to give more probability to the best chromosomes in order to have more odds
to work with the better ones when we select one chromosome randomly.
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4.1.2. Stochastic tournament selection
Stochastic tournament selection also works with the same probability as Roulette-Wheel
(eq. 4.1). The difference is that we do not choose one chromosome randomly from all by
a probability, it chooses two randomly, and places the better one on the next iteration.
4.2. Crossover
Once the selection is done the next step is the crossover. First we have to set a probability
of crossover which rate is 0.6< Pcross < 0.9 [6]. When it does not do a crossover, it copies
two chromosome from the previous iteration.
There are many ways of doing the crossover. In our case we use the one-point crossover.
We choose randomly two selected chromosomes P1 and P2.
Crossover(P1,P2) =
{
Pˆ1, Pˆ2, with probability Pcross
P1,P2, with probability 1−Pcross
(4.2)
where hybrids Pˆ1 and Pˆ2 are given by:
Pˆ1 = g11,g12, ...,g1k,g2(k+1), ...g2N
Pˆ2 = g21,g22, ...,g2k,g1(k+1), ...g1N
(4.3)
And k is chosen aleatory.
4.3. Mutation
Finally, the mutation changes the genes of the chromosomes randomly. The Probability of
mutation is between 0.01< Pmut < 0.1 [6].
CHAPTER 5. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Now we have to set all the numerical considerations to the algorithm with a heuristic strat-
egy based on our numerical experiments to create the algorithm.
5.1. Flow chart of the algorithm
Figure 5.1: Flow diagram of the algorithm
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5.2. Choice of K as a function of M
The number of phases K that the genetic algorithm handles is important for the good
performance of the optimized search. If we set a low number, it may not find a good
enough result, but if we set a high number the time of search may be too long.
We also must take into account that the number of phases should be lower than M. From
all this, the choice on the number of phases K, depending on M, has been established as.
K = ceil(log10(M)
M
10
)+2 (5.1)
So for low M values like M = 15, we are working with K = 4 phases and for higher M
values like M = 35 we are working with K = 8.
Moreover, the phases for the genetic algorithms will be roots of the unity.
phase(n) = e(
n∗pi∗ i
K
) (5.2)
Where n is from 1 to k.
5.3. Equivalent sequences of phases
A group of sequences of phases is called ”equivalent” when they have the same modulus
of the autocorrelation sequence. This means that these sequences give rise to exactly the
same results at the output of the matched filter. At each iterative step, after the selection,
crossover and mutation, the GA may lead to new sequences that are ”equivalent” to some
of the previous tested ones.This is not desirable because the result is the same, we just
lose time.
An evident example of equivalent sequence for any sequence sequence is the negation
of the sequence. There are more transformations that connect equivalent sequences.
Namely, among others, (a) the reversal transformation, where the equivalent sequence is
the reverse of the original sequence; (b) the conjugate transformation, where the equiva-
lent sequence arises from conjugating the original sequence; (c) the constant multiplication
transformation, where the original sequence is multiplied by a complex number with unitary
modulus [5].
The solution to this problem is to normalize the sequence by setting the two first phases
as 0 or ei0 like 1,1,eiθ,... where 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi [5]. This is on the other hand advantageous
because the number of possible solutions in the search algorithm is importantly reduced.
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5.4. Cross-over and Mutation probabilities
The cross-over and mutations probabilities adopted take into account references [6] after
trial-and-error checks.
Therefore, the cross-over probability is set to Pcross = 0.8 and the mutation probability is
established to Pmutation = 0.1.
5.5. Selection method
In a similar manner as with the probabilities, taking into account references [6] and check-
ing more than one method, the most effective one and fastest hast turned out the stochastic
tournament selection.
5.6. Number of chromosomes
It is reasonable that the number of chromosomes managed at each iteration depends on
M as well,like the number of phases K. If the M is high, the possibilities increase, and we
need to make more tests to find a good one. But if a high number of chromosomes is set
the algorithm may take too long.
So the number of chromosomes that we will work with is the double of M.
Numberchromosomes = 2M
5.7. PSL factor
In our tests, the GA could not find chromosomes with Barker PSL. Therefore, we have
imposed to find at least a few ones with a minimum PSL. A PSL f actor = 1 would mean that
the sequence is Barker and has a PSL= 1. If we set PSL f actor = 0.5 would mean that the
sequence has a PSL= 2, a PSL f actor = 0.3 would mean a PSL= 3.33 and so on.
In general the PSL f actor set is 0.25. For low values of M, that factor could be increased
and work well, but as we make M grow it becomes difficult to find proper sequences and
in some case it is even required to set it lower.
5.8. End of GA
As we have said, the genetic algorithm does not find a good enough sequence by itself, so
we must set limits to stop it (and continue further with the local minimization algorithm).
The first one is with the PSL f actor. When the GA has found 3M sequences that match
with the PSL f actor it stops and sends all the found sequences to the local minimization
algorithm.
If the GA does not find 3M sequences, it stops at a number of iterations established and
sends the found sequences to the local minimization algorithm. This number of maximum
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iterations has to be big, to give time to the GA to work, but not that much to last for too
long. The number of iterations used is Iterations= 5 ·104.
5.9. fminunc function
After the GA, we use a local minimization algorithm, with the integrated function of matlab
”fminunc”. The gradient of the cost function is hard to find as the function can have several
variables, so we do not work with the gradient. Because of this the algorithm used is
quasi-newton BFGS algorithm.
5.10. Parallelization
A really useful tool of matlab is the parallelization. Having a sequence, and applying the
selection, cross-over and mutation and checking if the new sequence is good, is indepen-
dent to the doing the same to the other sequences.
This independence allow us to make more than one computation at a time. With a pc of
12 processors the time significantly reduced.
5.11. Cost function
One of the most important things is the cost function that we want to minimize.
As the autocorrelation function is symmetric, we will only take into account one half of the
function to minimize. Moreover, the first value will always be 1, and the center value (the
peak) will always be M, so in order to simplify calculations, these two values will not be
take into account either.
At first thought the cost function that we would like to minimize is:
C = max(| xi |) (5.3)
where (xi) denotes the autocorrelation sequence. Minimizing eq. 5.3 actually works,
because it tries to minimize the maximum value of a. Nevertheless it is not as efficient as
we would like due to it does not assure the convergence.
A much more efficient equation is eq 5.4.
C = lim
P→∞
(
2M−1
∑
i=1
(xix∗i )
(P2 ))
1
P (5.4)
The objective of setting a high P (∞) is to make have more significance the high values like
the peak and less the rest of the values.
But as said before we start at i = 2 because the first one will always be 1 and makes no
sense to take it into account, and it finish at i = M− 1 because at i = M the value will
always be M. Furthermore the auto-correlation function is symmetric so there is no need
to analyze the other part and we get.
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C = (
M−1
∑
i=2
(xix∗i )
P
2 )
1
P (5.5)
Instead of P= ∞, we set a high value like P= 2M and do only one iteration. Doing more
than one iteration where each iteration get the previous value and increase P has been
proved to make no difference to the final result.

CHAPTER 6. RESULTS
6.1. Barker sequences found
Table 6.1: Phase sequences with PSL lower than 1
M PSL Phase Values(degrees)
15 0.95 0, 0, 205.9491, 158.0798, 47.3943, 117.5609, 205.5620, 326.9383, 287.7547,
354.2941, 345.8837, 209.5783, 328.4727, 224.7838, 350.1841
16 0.85 0, 0, 213.8461, 162.1283, 80.4502, 17.5326, 58.3293, 110.6248, 340.9387, 64.4933,
153.4559, 307.7839, 213.9282, 355.8769, 249.7647, 20.1097
17 0.94 0, 0, 39.9038, 109.0018, 145.9070, 85.0619, 12.8184, 18.4633, 230.9327, 283.2783
52.0241, 226.3282, 292.3400, 145.3267, 16.8435, 221.7752, 90.2863
18 0.85 0, 0, 52.6213, 30.5587, 96.6546, 116.0123, 306.9545, 336.6419, 43.4167, 243.1069,
237.8784, 123.5319, 90.8798, 331.6432, 146.7104, 300.0668, 90.5049, 302.5935
19 0.97 0, 0, 180.285, 229.9838, 311.8337, 73.559, 0.062, 260.483, 127.181, 316.100,
317.4492, 288.7683, 285.1568, 358.4637, 248.2038, 55.441, 160.1751, 35.735, 157.5466
20 0.89 0, 0, 71.1665, 63.5017, 173.8554, 211.6744, 304.9152, 147.7055, 145.9237,
275.4749, 146.2943, 139.7949, 72.4121, 27.8721, 237.1232, 86.0194, 219.8286,
64.4775, 157.8342, 29.6614
21 0.92 0, 0, 10.8109, 66.4689, 317.0341, 7.2360, 314.0488, 69.3149, 148.8020, 244.0934,
182.5106, 305.2968, 108.1987, 7.0596, 280.0382, 57.7280, 201.2685, 233.4711,
108.0420, 55.1685, 290.3441
22 0.90 0, 0, 321.4060, 287.3656, 233.2820, 288.6387, 27.9856, 12.0869, 32.8573,
129.7146, 216.0640, 9.9829, 133.3493, 291.4816, 211.8970, 346.8584, 127.3766,
344.8271, 228.8383, 111.3885, 10.9128, 244.8462
23 0.86 0, 0, 28.6290, 52.4626, 80.0738, 84.5474, 303.6711, 216.8005, 53.7694, 0.2060,
253.9262, 187.9204, 261.8575, 149.4937, 39.5596, 140.1250, 358.7106, 246.7461,
357.8234, 133.4676, 213.7619, 1.4930, 130.2300
24 0.98 0, 0, 80.3905, 48.1723, 177.0972, 183.2987, 305.8768, 223.2077, 156.3052,
163.3947, 182.4217, 66.3030, 84.5638, 316.9084, 198.9251, 165.3880, 52.6439,
152.1160, 289.3327, 119.7133, 46.4809, 207.0675, 337.8674, 131.5030
25 0.98 0, 0, 6.1494, 318.5065, 307.1247, 323.4329, 323.5280, 75.7699, 141.9290,
180.1788, 92.9919, 301.5879, 287.4424, 142.1607, 231.0945, 48.6325, 51.4225,
243.3394, 159.4239, 338.2680, 123.7713, 249.4886, 95.9425, 340.1550, 168.9247
26 0.81 0, 0, 10.872, 13.7746, 282.675, 300.0427, 293.9019, 265.0698, 83.6293,
33.5304, 47.143, 123.2764, 252.4358, 214.945, 100.053, 12.7724, 207.5494,
247.3735, 5.862, 103.2375, 289.2452, 135.642, 22.039, 196.8813, 336.898, 141.2434
27 0.99 0, 0, 263.6517, 265.0787, 155.6959, 164.2922, 68.9471, 135.8453, 236.1395,
71.6138, 110.8740, 281.4501, 211.9677, 22.5663, 57.6663, 270.6607, 64.2845,
29.1138, 63.4889, 147.5000, 58.9264, 220.5295, 56.6341, 321.0783, 92.6896,
51.2373, 171.4690
28 0.91 0, 0, 23.0000, 4.0047, 305.8338, 2.9238, 352.1303, 135.1503, 166.0299, 200.0437,
266.1515, 91.5143, 353.2882, 184.8317, 5.3060, 227.9818, 153.4814, 163.5055,
13.4045, 346.7467, 235.2743, 157.3215, 342.4306, 87.9469, 220.5769, 346.8124,
124.8432, 264.8026
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On table 6.1 are shown all the sequences that has a PSL lower than 1 with their phase
values in degrees. Down below, the plots of the output of the matched filter with the given
sequences.
Figure 6.1: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=15
Figure 6.2: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=16
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Figure 6.3: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=17
Figure 6.4: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=18
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Figure 6.5: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=19
Figure 6.6: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=20
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Figure 6.7: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=21
Figure 6.8: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=22
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Figure 6.9: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=23
Figure 6.10: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=24
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Figure 6.11: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=25
Figure 6.12: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=26
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Figure 6.13: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=27
Figure 6.14: Modulus of the autocorrelation sequence for M=28
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6.2. Comparison of results
To compare the results obtained we look at the values given by Nadav Levanon and Eli
Mozeson (2004) [1].
M Levanon Values of PSL Self obtained values
15 0.80 0.95
16 0.93 0.85
17 0.73 0.94
18 0.87 0.85
19 0.96 0.97
20 0.98 0.89
21 0.97 0.92
22 0.97 0.90
23 0.91 0.86
24 0.99 0.98
25 0.93 0.98
26 0.88 0.81
27 0.98 0.99
28 0.95 0.91
Table 6.2: Comparison between Levanon values of PSL and the obtained results
Half of the values obtained are better than the values presented by Levanon and Mozeson.
6.3. Quasi-Barker sequences
We show below some searches for phase-sequences with M values above 28 that, al-
though they are not strictly Barker, they are close to Barker. For this reason, we call them
”Quasi-Barker”.
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Table 6.3: Phase sequences with PSL higher than 1
M PSL Phase Values(degrees)
29 1.01 0, 0, 176.7868, 153.7749, 70.6357, 348.66013, 18.7472, 173.0332, 183.7583,
313.8153, 107.9805, 142.9454, 283.3372, 321.4983, 293.6696, 358.8842, 333.8025,
145.6331, 73.6822, 206.7822, 114.3401, 47.7284, 148.0123, 29.0999, 99.9969,
335.0447, 94.7119, 327.3274, 86.2309
30 1.03 0, 0, 66.2593, 47.8289, 133.0835, 62.4493, 162.3131, 87.9375, 205.4102,
115.3825, 322.8445, 98.9937, 58.2572, 57.0258, 220.1195, 17.4890, 301.2483,
319.2055,103.3796, 267.6288, 233.1467, 179.2654, 53.0133, 59.1516, 278.8533,
278.9443, 99.4259, 163.5978, 289.0703, 47.5533
31 1.04 0, 0, 104.6263, 127.6391, 278.5213,, 288.4006, 70.0431, 46.5047
148.8388, 64.0406, 127.2839, 166.5506, 153.9971, 354.2945, 213.9352, 282.1222,
208.8521, 59.8362, 250.0228, 163.7732, 115.8583, 113.9380, 73.2242, 355.6876
130.2353, 287.1067, 91.3198, 162.2472, 21.2422, 62.9153, 302.7361
32 1.09 0, 0, 300.6392, 255.5465, 117.8607, 147.5772, 102.8813, 109.5052
204.6973, 264.5625, 114.1349, 211.5956, 324.9045, 330.2865, 151.7387, 52.3918,
284.3377, 267.7047, 121.6902, 286.5903, 250.0126, 14.2082, 258.1166, 89.2342,
229.9184, 280.5907, 243.1554, 304.8463, 67.5763, 252.6688, 145.5062 261.0607
33 1.003 0, 0, 304.8425, 242.4726, 172.2572, 113.2501, 113.0793, 18.4600, 123.5409,
70.6483, 121.9710, 50.9826, 117.0552, 196.4863, 41.8953, 207.9415, 19.0069,
244.3046, 25.4019, 38.0151, 140.1209, 321.1894, 109.9205, 177.5107, 334.1902,
276.5074, 120.8528, 34.6051, 210.7413, 221.0878, 347.3086, 13.9554, 139.1577
34 1.12 0, 0, 52.4948, 51.4928, 103.6340, 190.8076, 172.8496, 133.0545, 241.9900,
105.1999, 93.0526, 338.6093, 102.0309, 201.8720, 325.7017, 266.4894, 154.4630,
90.1837, 196.3766, 146.6592, 300.5518, 85.4368, 123.9538, 248.6882, 119.9261,
88.5234, 56.1634, 302.1364, 39.9120, 201.9128, 95.7364, 325.1194, 38.6357
6.4. Time depending on M
The given length of the sequence M, is an important factor when talking about the time of
search. If we increase M, the possibilities of sequences increase exponentially, and it will
take more iterations for the Genetic Algorithm to find good points to start with the minimum
local search algorithm.
Figure 6.15: Search time needed depending on M
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As seen in the previous figure, the time increases exponentially for searches with same
parameters. As they are the same parameters, they have the same number of maxim iter-
ations for the genetic algorithm, so as of M = 30, it does not grow exponentially anymore
due to the simple fact that they reach the maxim number of iterations.
6.5. Parallelization effect
Finally let’s prove if the parallelization during the computation makes effect on time com-
paring the previous times with some time of searches for some Ms taking the parallelization
away.
For low values of M, parallelization has no effect, and even sometimes makes the process
slower. But as we increase M, the difference between a parallelized function to the other
one is significant and must be taken into account.
Figure 6.16: Search time needed depending on M

CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion obtained from this study is that in order to make great searches with
a lot of possibilities, Genetic Algorithm by itself is not enough, since it does not provide the
precision needed.
Nevertheless, it is a powerful tool when implemented together with a minimum local search
algorithm, which by itself may be not very useful either. Interestingly both of them, alto-
gether, can lead to a good solution from the many possible ones.
Genetic algorithm is used to do a thick search to find sequences with acceptable PSL. The
minimum local search algorithm, using the sequences found by the Genetic Algorithm,
searches a minimum of the cost function and the phase sequence related with that mini-
mum.
After searches, Barker poly-phase sequences up to M = 28 are found, and longer se-
quences (up to 34) with quasi-Barker sequences are also found.
Moreover, in problems with exponential complexity, the time factor is an important pa-
rameter to take into account. The chance of parallelizing computations give us a plus of
efficiency.
This study has focused on static targets. To follow the line of study, in a future, studies on
moving targets optimizing time and frequency will be done with more complex processes.
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APE`NDIXS

APPENDIX A. MATLAB CODE
A.1. Main function
function [Improved_Chromes,et] = Code_Generator(M,P_crossover,P_mutation,...
Iterations,method,PSLL_factor)
tic
delete(gcp)
parpool()
%% Inputs
%We set all the chromes that we will generate as a struct chrom
chrom=struct(’vs’, {}, ’PSL’, {}, ’y’, {}, ’phase_chrom’, {});
Post_Gen_Chromes=struct(’vs’, {}, ’PSL’, {}, ’y’, {}, ’phase_chrom’, {});
Improved_Chromes=struct(’vs’, {}, ’PSL’, {}, ’y’, {}, ’phase_chrom’, {});
setGlobalM(M);
M=getGlobalM; %Number of bits
N_chrom=2*M; %Number of chromosomes that we will work with
P_crossover=0.8; %Probability of the cross-over
P_mutation=0.1; %Probability of mutation
K=ceil(log10(M)*M/10)+2; %Number of phases (four minimum)
Iterations=3e3; %Number of iterations maximum
PSLL_factor=0.25; %Factor multiplying M, that defines the PSLL minimum that we
%want to adquire. PSLL_factor=1 means that the PSLL=M.
method=1;
% The choice of the method is the choice of the selection and cross-over. In
% our case:
%if method=1 (Stochastic selection)
%It gives to each chromosome a probability to be choosen depending on if it
%is good or worse, and it takes two of them to make half and a half and
%create a new chromosome
%if method=2 (Roulette Wheel)
%From all the previous chromosomes we assign one probability to each one
%(depending on how good it is), and in each bit of the new chromosomes,
%we select one of the previous chromosomes position’s bit randomly taking
%into account the probability.
%% Genetic Algorithm
%We compute the phases we will working with
e=exp(1);
% l=1;
for n=0:(K-1)
45
complex_phase=eˆ(n*2*pi*1i/K); %Phase in complex
radians=angle(complex_phase); %Phase in radians
Phase_degrees(n+1)=rad2deg(radians); %Phase in degrees
end
%We generete N_chrom random chromosomes with the phases
parfor j=1:(N_chrom)
%We set the two firsts phases to 0 always. As the genetic algorithm
%takes the first half of one chromosome (in stochastic_selection) or
%the first o second chip of one chromosome (Roulette_Wheel) those will
%always be 0 if we exclude them of the mutation probability.
chrom(j).phase_chrom(1)=0;
chrom(j).phase_chrom(2)=0;
for n=3:M
rand_Phase=randsample(Phase_degrees,1); %We take a random phase...
%from the previous vector
chrom(j).phase_chrom(n)=rand_Phase;
end
end
N=1;
mbs=ones(1,M);
%Variables that we will fill when we found the final solution
PSL_def=0;
y_def={};
vs_def={};
phs_def={};
iterations=0;
Number_founds=0;
found=false;
while(Number_founds<3*M && iterations<Iterations && found==false)
%One barker condition is that the PSL must be equal to M, so when we find
%it we set the found to be true. Anyways there
%can be situations where we can not find it so we limitate the number
%of iterations to a maximum.
%We compute the number of outputs
parfor j=1:N_chrom
chrom(j).vs=matched_filter_output(N,chrom(j).phase_chrom,mbs);
end
%First, we compute each PSL
parfor j=1:N_chrom
[chrom(j).PSL,chrom(j).y]=find_PSL(chrom(j).vs,M);
end
%We search for each PSL if it coincides with M
for j=1:N_chrom
%First we search if the chromosome is perfect, if it is we get out
%of the loop
if(chrom(j).PSL>=M)
PSL_def=chrom(j).PSL;
y_def=chrom(j).y;
vs_def=chrom(j).vs;
phs_def=chrom(j).phase_chrom;
found=true;
elseif(chrom(j).PSL>=PSLL_factor*M) %% && chrom(j).cost<=M/2)
%If we get one good chromosome we save it
Number_founds=Number_founds+1;
Post_Gen_Chromes(Number_founds).PSL=chrom(j).PSL;
Post_Gen_Chromes(Number_founds).vs=chrom(j).vs;
Post_Gen_Chromes(Number_founds).y=chrom(j).y;
Post_Gen_Chromes(Number_founds).phase_chrom=chrom(j).phase_chrom;
end
end
if(Number_founds<3*M) %If we haven’t found enough good chromosomes,
%we keep searching
if(method==1)
chrom=Stochastic_selection(chrom,M,N_chrom,P_crossover, ...
P_mutation,Phase_degrees);
elseif(method==2)
chrom=Roulette_Wheel(chrom,M,N_chrom,P_crossover,P_mutation, ...
Phase_degrees);
end
end
iterations=iterations+1;
end
%% fminunc
% Now we have found M good results, next step is to find local minimums in
% order to get better results
if ( found == false)
fun=@costFunction;
options = optimoptions(’fminunc’,’GradObj’,’off’,’TolFun’,1e-10, ...
’MaxFunEvals’,M*1000,’MaxIter’,2000);
setGlobalP(2*M);
P=getGlobalP;
for n=1:length(Post_Gen_Chromes) %We first set the first pack of
%improved_chromes
x0=abs(Post_Gen_Chromes(n).phase_chrom);
Improved_Chromes(n).phase_chrom = fminunc(fun,x0,options);
Improved_Chromes(n).vs=matched_filter_output(N,Improved_Chromes(n). ...
phase_chrom,mbs);
[Improved_Chromes(n).PSL,Improved_Chromes(n).y]=find_PSL ...
(Improved_Chromes(n).vs,M);
end
while(P<M) %Then we improve the improved_Chromes increasing P
setGlobalP(P+1);
for n=1:length(Improved_Chromes)
x0=abs(Improved_Chromes(n).phase_chrom);
Improved_Chromes(n).phase_chrom = wrapTo360(fminunc(fun,x0,options));
Improved_Chromes(n).vs=matched_filter_output ...
(N,Improved_Chromes(n).phase_chrom,mbs);
[Improved_Chromes(n).PSL,Improved_Chromes(n).y]=find_PSL ...
(Improved_Chromes(n).vs,M);
end
P=getGlobalP;
end
end
beep on
beep
et=toc;
A.2. Matched filter output function
function [vs]=matched_filter_output(N,ph,a)
%N=numero de muestras por chip
%ph=vector de fases
%a=vector de amplitudes
s=a.*exp(1i*ph*pi/180);
s_=ones(N,1)*s;%no ponemos punto porque no es elemento a elemento sino
%todo el vector
vs=reshape(s_,1,numel(s_));
A.3. Find PSL of sequence function
function [PSL,y]=find_PSL(vs,M)
h=fliplr(conj(vs));
y=conv(h,vs);
X=abs(y);
[max1, ind1] = max(X);
X(ind1) = -Inf;
[max2, ind2] = max(X);
X(ind2) = -Inf;
PSL=max1/max2;
A.4. Stochastic Selection, crossover and mutation func-
tion
function [chrom]=Stochastic_selection(chrom,M,N_chrom,P_crossover,P_mutation,phase)
%% SELECTION
%The first step is to assign a probability to each chromosome.
%The chromosome with the PSLL closer to M will have a higher probability
%to be choosen
Total=0;
total=0;
first={};
second={};
for i=1:N_chrom
diff(i)=abs(chrom(i).PSL-M);
if(diff(i)==Inf)
diff(i)=0;
end
Total=Total+diff(i);
end
for i=1:N_chrom
diff(i)=Total-diff(i);
total=total+diff(i);
end
parfor i=1:N_chrom
prob(i)=(diff(i)/total);
end
for i=1:N_chrom
if (i==1)
P(1)=prob(1);
else
P(i)=P(i-1)+prob(i);
end
end
%We assure that none of the positions of the probability vector
%is a NaN.
NAN={};
NAN=find(isnan(P) == 1, 1);
chrom_temp=struct(’vs’, {}, ’PSL’, {}, ’y’, {}, ’phase_chrom’, {},’cost’,{});
if(isempty(NAN)==1)
for p=1:N_chrom
x=randi([1 N_chrom],1,1); %We choose two chrosomes randomly
y=randi([1 N_chrom],1,1);
if(P(x)>=P(y))
chrom_temp(p).phase_chrom=chrom(x).phase_chrom;
else
chrom_temp(p).phase_chrom=chrom(y).phase_chrom;
end
end
end
%% CROSSOVER
for i=1:2:N_chrom
w=rand;
if(w<P_crossover) %We check a random value to take into account the crossover
%proability
x=randi([1 length(chrom_temp)],1,1); %We choose two
%chrosomes randomly
%Nos aseguramos de crear otro distinto y no el mismo
diferente = false;
while (diferente == false)
y=randi([1 length(chrom_temp)],1,1);
if (y ˜= x)
diferente = true;
end
end
first=chrom_temp(x).phase_chrom;
second=chrom_temp(y).phase_chrom;
%Eliminamos los que hemos usado
if(x>y)
chrom_temp(x)=[];
chrom_temp(y)=[];
else
chrom_temp(y)=[];
chrom_temp(x)=[];
end
for n=1:length(chrom(i).phase_chrom) %The new chromosome will
%be half of one and the other half from the other
k=randi([1 length(chrom(i).phase_chrom)],1,1);
if(n<=k)
chrom(i).phase_chrom(n)=first(n);
chrom(i+1).phase_chrom(n)=second(n);
else
chrom(i).phase_chrom(n)=second(n);
chrom(i+1).phase_chrom(n)=first(n);
end
end
else
x=randi([1 length(chrom_temp)],1,1); %We choose two chrosomes
%randomly
%Nos aseguramos de crear otro distinto y no el mismo
diferente = false;
while (diferente == false)
y=randi([1 length(chrom_temp)],1,1);
if (y ˜= x)
diferente = true;
end
end
chrom(i).phase_chrom = chrom_temp(x).phase_chrom;
chrom(i+1).phase_chrom = chrom_temp(y).phase_chrom;
%Eliminamos los que hemos usado
if(x>y)
chrom_temp(x)=[];
chrom_temp(y)=[];
else
chrom_temp(y)=[];
chrom_temp(x)=[];
end
end
end
%% MUTATION
parfor i=1:N_chrom
x=rand;
if(x<=P_mutation)
Int = randi([3 length(chrom(i).phase_chrom)],1,1);
%We select on bit randomly
New_phase=randsample(phase,1);
chrom(i).phase_chrom(Int)=New_phase;
end
end
A.5. Computation of cost function depending on M
function [f,g] = costFunction(x)
x=x*pi/180;
e=exp(1);
f_sym=0;
a_temp = 0;
a_conj_temp = 0;
f=0;
M=getGlobalM;
P=getGlobalP;
for n=2:(M-1)
for L=3:n
a_temp= eˆ(1i*(x(L+M-n)-x(L))) + a_temp;
a_conj_temp = eˆ(1i*(x(L)-x(L+M-n))) + a_conj_temp;
end
a(n) = a_temp + eˆ(1i*(x(M-n+2)));
a_conj(n) = a_conj_temp+ eˆ(1i*(-x(M-n+2)));
if(n==(M-1))
a(n)= a(n) + 1;
a_conj(n) = a_conj(n) + 1;
else
a(n) = a(n) + eˆ(1i*(x(M-n+1)));
a_conj(n) = a_conj(n) + eˆ(1i*(-x(M-n+1)));
end
f_sym = f_sym + (a(n)*a_conj(n))ˆP/2;
a_temp=0;
a_conj_temp=0;
end
f=(f_sym)ˆ(1/P);
